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Effects of Race on Responses and
Response Latencies in the Weapon
Identification Task: A Test of Six Models

Karl Christoph Klauer
Andreas Voss
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

be faster and more accurate in identifying a tool when it
is preceded by a White face than when it is preceded by
a Black face (e.g., Amodio, Devine, & Harmon-Jones, in
press; Amodio et al., 2004; Amodio, Kubota, Harmon-
Jones, & Devine, 2006; Payne, 2001, 2005; Payne,
Shimizu, & Jacoby, 2005). Signal detection models
(e.g., Correll et al., 2002; Greenwald et al., 2003) and
process dissociation models (e.g., Payne, 2001) have
been applied to disentangle different potential causes of
the bias. These models permit one to compute an index
for the participants’ ability to discriminate harmless
objects from weapons as well as a separate index for the
participants’ response bias. A typical finding in this liter-
ature is that race has no effect on the ability to discrimi-
nate but induces a response bias so that the weapon
response is more likely to be given for Black persons than
for White persons (but see Greenwald et al., 2003).

In this article, we argue that signal detection models
and process dissociation models are consistent with sub-
stantially different models of psychological process,
models that imply different causes of racial bias and
that have different implications for practical attempts to
overcome racial bias. We discuss six such models and
use accuracy data, error latencies, and correct response
latencies to discriminate between them.
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The authors consider six models of underlying process in
the weapon identification task: The first two are response-
time extensions of signal detection models; the last four, of
the process dissociation model. Predictions for accuracy
data, correct response latencies, and false response laten-
cies are used to discriminate between models. In the pre-
sent study, racial bias in responses and correct response
latency was replicated. New findings were that the direc-
tion of bias was reversed in error latency and that errors
were faster than correct responses. These findings rule out
four models, in particular, the idea that race biases early
perception and interpretation of targets. Implications for
reducing errors in the weapon identification task and pos-
sibilities of discriminating between the remaining two
models are discussed.

Keywords: prejudice; stereotyping; race; weapon; automatic 

Inspired by highly publicized police shootings of
unarmed Black men, a major research effort has

addressed racial bias in discriminating whether an
object is a weapon or a harmless object and in decisions
to shoot based on this discrimination (e.g., Correll,
Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002; Greenwald, Oakes, &
Hoffman, 2003; Payne, 2001). For example, in Payne’s
(2001) weapon identification task, participants are asked
to distinguish images of weapons from images of tools.
Each target image is preceded by a briefly flashed prime
image, which is either a Black face or a White face. In
this and related tasks, race is typically found to bias
responses. In the weapon identification task, participants
tend to be faster and more accurate in identifying a
weapon when it is preceded by a Black face than when it
is preceded by a White face. Simultaneously, they tend to
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OUTLINE

A first ambiguity shared by signal detection and
process dissociation models is that they are consistent
with two different psychological loci of racial bias:

(a) Race has effects on decision criteria in the signal-detection-
model framework or on response bias in the process
dissociation framework.

(b) Race biases early processes of perception and interpre-
tation of targets. 

If race biases early processes of perception and interpre-
tation as per Hypothesis (b), there is little hope for erad-
icating bias in situations with strong time pressure in
which decision makers have to rely on early target con-
struals. In contrast, decision criteria and response bias
are potentially more malleable, leading to a more opti-
mistic outlook on reducing racial bias if Hypothesis (a)
is true, as elaborated in the Discussion.

The two hypotheses lead to different predictions for
the error latencies that we derive from response-time
extensions of signal detection models. This allows us to
discriminate between the two possibilities, (a) and (b),
empirically. 

We then turn to the process dissociation model and
identify additional ambiguities in it. The process dissocia-
tion model is a two-process model comprising a controlled
and an automatic process. It is, however, indeterminate as
to the nature of these processes. According to a recent
analysis by Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg,
and Groom (2005), the following processes are involved
in the weapon identification task and related tasks:

• activating racial associations (such as an association
between Black and gun);

• attempting to discriminate weapons from harmless
objects;

• attempting to resolve conflicts between racial associations
and the appropriate response to the target, a process
termed overcoming bias by Conrey et al. (2005); and 

• guessing when none of the other processes suggests a
response.

We will show that the process dissociation framework
is consistent with four different models of psychological
process. Across these different models, the controlled
process can be equated either with overcoming bias or
with discriminating weapons from harmless objects and
the automatic process either with the activated racial
associations or with guessing.

Each of these possibilities comes with different impli-
cations for possible strategies to reduce racial bias (Conrey
et al., 2005). For this reason, it is important to be able to
determine which possibility is true. In addition to the
applied interest, it is also one of the primary goals of

science to identify the exact causes of observed effects
such as effects of race in the weapon identification task.
Combining accuracy data and response-latency data from
our own and previous studies, it is possible to rule out
three of the four process dissociation models.

Two models, a response-time extension of the signal
detection model and a model of psychological process in
the process dissociation framework, are consistent with
all of the data. In concluding the article, we consider
possibilities to discriminate between the two remaining
models empirically, and we discuss practical implica-
tions for reducing racial bias in the weapon identifica-
tion task and related tasks.

Models for Accuracy: Signal Detection
and Process Dissociation

Signal detection theory describes a decision maker
who must choose between two options on the basis of
evidence that is to some extent ambiguous. The evi-
dence is mapped on a strength-of-evidence axis on
which the choice is made (see Figure 1). For each alter-
native, there is a distribution of values on this axis.

Large values favor one alternative (i.e., the gun
response in Figure 1), whereas small values favor the
other alternative (i.e., the tool response in Figure 1).
The difference between the means of the two distribu-
tions (d′) is the overall discriminability of guns from
tools. The decision maker decides between the two
alternatives by placing a decision criterion (c) on this
axis. Targets that evoke values to the left of the decision
criterion lead to the decision tool, and targets to the
right of it, to the decision weapon.

Separate signal detection analyses are performed for
trials with Black primes and for trials with White
primes, leading to separate discriminability estimates,
d′Black and d′White, and separate response criterion esti-
mates, cBlack and cWhite. Although prime race typically
does not affect discriminability, the response criteria
indicate race-induced response bias so that more gun
responses are made following Black primes than fol-
lowing White primes.

Similarly, in the process dissociation model, responses
are determined by two processes, labeled controlled
responding and automatic bias (Payne, 2001). Controlled
responding is a controlled process that can either suc-
ceed (with probability c), leading to the correct
response, or fail (with probability 1 – c). If controlled
responding fails, the response is determined by auto-
matic bias, leading to the gun response with probability
a and to the tool response with probability 1 – a.
Parameter c is a measure of overall task performance,
whereas a is a measure of response bias, with values
larger than .5 indicating a bias in favor of the gun
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response.1 Parameters c and a thereby take analogous
roles as parameters d′ and c in signal detection analyses
(e.g., Payne, Lambert, & Jacoby, 2002).

Like in the signal detection analyses, separate process
dissociation analyses are performed for trials with Black
primes and for trials with White primes, leading to sepa-
rate estimates cBlack and cWhite for controlled responding
and aBlack and aWhite for automatic bias. Although prime
race typically does not affect controlled responding, auto-
matic bias in favor of the gun response is larger in trials
with Black primes than in trials with White primes.

These analogous patterns of results from signal detec-
tion analyses and process dissociation analyses suggest
that race does not bias the perception and interpretation
of targets, whereas race affects response criteria or auto-
matic response bias. As we will show next, this is, how-
ever, only one of several possible interpretations.

Does Race Affect Target Perception
or Response Bias?

Consider the signal detection analyses first. In ana-
lyzing data from the weapon identification task, two
separate signal detection analyses are conducted for tri-
als with Black primes and for trials with White primes.
The results of the analyses can be depicted in two
figures, each in the format of Figure 1, one figure for tri-
als with Black primes and a second figure for trials with
White primes. To compare the two analyses, it is, how-
ever, necessary to map both analyses on a common
strength-of-evidence axis, that is, to merge the two
figures into one. To do so, a total of four separate tar-
get distributions and two criteria have to be aligned on
the strength-of-evidence axis, one distribution for each
combination of prime race (White vs. Black) and target
category (tool vs. gun) and one criterion for each prime
race. Let us denote the means of these distributions by

dWhite, tool, dWhite, gun, dBlack, tool, dBlack, gun and the two crite-
ria by cWhite and cBlack.

Figure 2 shows three equivalent ways of merging the
two analyses, each consistent with the empirical pattern
of results: That is, in each panel of Figure 2, the dis-
criminability for trials with Black primes, d′Black, is the
same as the discriminability for trials with White
primes, d′White. In addition, in each panel of Figure 2, the
relative placement of the criterion differs as a function
of prime race. The criterion is positioned closer to the
tool distribution for trials with Black primes, implying
more gun responses, than for White primes.2 Each panel
thereby equivalently accounts for the same data, in par-
ticular, for race-induced response bias without race
effects on overall task performance.

Specifically, in the upper panel of Figure 2, we
mapped the two tool distributions from the separate
analyses for Black and White primes upon each other,
that is, we assumed that dWhite, tool = dBlack, tool. This
implies that the two gun distributions for Black and
White primes are also superimposed on each other,
because the difference between tool and gun distribu-
tion is about the same for Black and White primes
(d′Black = d′White). Thus, the four distributions merge into
two distributions, one for the alternative tool and one
for the alternative gun. The placement of the two crite-
ria relative to each other is then determined by the data,
and the criterion for trials with Black primes has to fall
left of the criterion for White primes to accommodate
race-induced response bias, that is, cBlack < cWhite.

3

For the middle panel, we mapped the two criteria on
each other, that is, we assumed that cBlack = cWhite. This
means that the two tool distributions for White and
Black primes have to be displaced relative to each other
by the amount that was captured in the difference
between the two criteria in the upper panel. Similarly,
the two gun distributions for White versus Black primes
have to be displaced relative to each other by the same
amount. 

Finally, in the lower panel, the prime-induced dis-
placement between either criteria or distributions is split
equally between criteria and distributions so that there
is an effect of prime race on criteria as well as on the
distribution positions.

Although the situations in the three panels account
for the same data, they have very different psychologi-
cal implications. The strength-of-evidence values evoked
by targets reflect sensory information and its interpreta-
tion in the light of activated knowledge structures. The
decision criteria quantify how much of this perceptual
or interpretational evidence must accrue in favor of the
gun alternative before a gun decision is made.

In the situation in the upper panel of Figure 2, race
has no effect on the perception and interpretation of

1126 PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY BULLETIN

cdtool dgun

d´= dgun – dtool

Tool Gun

Figure 1 The signal detection model.
NOTE: The horizontal axis is the strength-of-evidence axis, with
small values favoring the tool alternative and large values favoring the
gun alternative. The decision criterion is c, the mean of the distribu-
tion for tool targets is dtool, and the mean for gun targets is dgun.
Discriminability d′ is the difference between the two means.
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c  =White 

cBlack

cWhite 

dWhite, tool

dWhite, tool

d

d White ,gun

d´White

d Ẃhite

Tool

Tool

Gun

Gun

cWhitecBlackd  = 
d

White, tool

 Black, tool d Black, gun

d  = White, gun

d´  = d´White  

Tool Gun

d Black, tool

d Black, tool

d Black ,gun

d Black, gun

d  ́Black

d  ́Black

c Black

Blac k

White, gun

Figure 2 Three equivalent alignments of distributions and criteria consistent with equal discriminability for Black and White primes d′White = d′Black
and racial response bias.

NOTE: In the upper panel, distributions for White–tool trials and Black–tool trials (as well as distributions for White–gun trials and Black–gun
trials) are mapped on each other, implying different criteria for Black and White trials. In the middle panel, criteria for Black and White trials
are mapped on each other, implying different positions of distributions for White–tool trials and Black–tool trials (as well as for White–gun tri-
als and Black–gun trials). In the lower panel, there is racial bias in the distribution means as well as in criteria.
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target objects; instead, it affects only the decision crite-
ria: Given the same small amount of evidence about the
appropriate categorization of an ambiguous object, par-
ticipants are more likely to respond gun in the presence
of a Black prime than in the presence of a White prime.

Alternatively, the situation in the middle panel
implies that primes have no effect on the decision crite-
ria but color the perception and interpretation of targets
so that a Black prime adds to the evidence for the gun
interpretation or, equivalently, a White prime subtracts
from it. For example, a metal tube might receive a first
tentative interpretation as the barrel of a gun when pre-
sented with a Black prime and as the shaft of a screw-
driver when presented with a White prime. As can be
seen in Figure 2 (middle panel), in stereotype-congruent
trials (i.e., Black–gun and White–tool trials) guns and
tools are thereby more discriminable than in incongru-
ent trials (i.e., Black–tool and White–gun trials). That is,
the distributions for Black–gun trials and for White–
tool trials are further apart on the strength-of-evidence
axis than the distributions for Black–tool trials and
White–gun trials.

The situation in the lower panel finally points to the
possibility that race biases both the decision criteria and
initial target construal.

A similar indeterminacy exists for analyses based on
the process dissociation model. One implicit assump-
tion of the process dissociation model is that controlled
responding is as effective for gun targets as for tool tar-
gets in each analysis, that is, for trials with Black primes
as well as for trials with White primes. In a manner
analogous to the situation in the upper panel of Figure
2, this assumption forces the empirical result pattern
(i.e., race-induced response bias without race effects on
overall task performance) to map on automatic bias α
and does not allow it to be interpreted as effects on con-
trolled responding c. If the assumption is relaxed and
different parameters c are introduced for gun and tool
targets in each of the two process dissociation analyses
(leading to four parameters cWhite, tool, cWhite, gun, cBlack, tool,
and cBlack, gun), the bias can alternatively be mapped on
the c parameters or on the a parameters, or it can be
split between both, in a manner analogous to the one
shown for the signal detection analyses in Figure 2.
That bias in the weapon identification task maps on
automatic bias rather than on controlled responding in
the conventional process dissociation analyses is thus a
consequence of untested a priori constraints imposed on
the parameters c. 

To summarize, the accuracy data do not allow one to
decide between the following hypotheses: (a) Race has
effects on decision criteria in the signal-detection-model
framework or on automatic bias in the process dissociation

framework, and (b) race biases early processes of per-
ception and interpretation of targets. Additional data
may help to resolve these possibilities. For example,
Payne et al. (2005) found that after making an error in a
speeded weapon-identification task, participants were able
to accurately express that they had made a mistake via
confidence ratings and by correcting their judgments. In
fact, Amodio and colleagues argue that even as a false
response unfolds, ongoing target processing can begin to
suggest that it is wrong, leading to an evoked response
potential signaling conflict (Amodio et al., 2004; Amodio
et al., 2006; Amodio et al., in press). This rules out that
race has enduring effects on the perception and interpreta-
tion of targets, but as acknowledged by Payne et al. (2005),
it leaves open the possibility of fleeting, initial misinterpre-
tations in the sense of Hypothesis (b) that can, however, be
corrected through additional target processing.

To discriminate between the two hypotheses, (a) and
(b), it is necessary to consider the temporal dynamics of
signal detection and process dissociation. So-called diffu-
sion models (Ratcliff, 1978) and related models of evi-
dence accumulation (e.g., Usher & McClelland, 2001)
are response-time extensions of signal detection (see
Ratcliff, 1985, and Wagenmakers, Van der Maas, and
Grasman, 2007, for discussions of the analogy between
signal detection and diffusion models). Rather than com-
mitting to any specific model of evidence accumulation,
we consider evidence accumulation as a conceptual frame-
work to derive broad qualitative predictions for mean
correct and false response latencies from Hypotheses
(a) and (b). Based on evidence accumulation models, the
two hypotheses imply contrasting predictions for congru-
ency effects in false response latencies. In the appendix, it
is shown that race effects on decision criteria as per
Hypothesis (a) and on initial target perception and inter-
pretation as per Hypothesis (b) both lead one to expect
stereotype-congruency effects in the accuracy data and in
correct response latencies. That is, accuracy should be
higher and response latencies shorter in congruent trials
(i.e., in Black–gun and White–tool trials) than in incon-
gruent trials (i.e., in Black–tool and White–gun trials).
However, if race exerts its effect by biasing target per-
ception, a congruency effect should also be seen in the
error latencies, whereas if race biases decision criteria, the
congruency effect should be reversed for false responses,
that is, false responses should be faster in incongruent
trials than in congruent trials.

Models of Psychological Process
in Process Dissociation

Further ambiguities exist in the interpretation of the
process dissociation model that can also be addressed
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by considering the model’s temporal implications. As
elaborated by Evans (2007), simple additive dual-
process models of accuracy data, such as the process
dissociation model, are consistent with several models
of underlying process, specifically, with the parallel
competitive model, the default interventionist model,
the preemptive conflict-resolution model, and the guess-
ing model that Evans did not consider. In the following,
we provide brief sketches of these models of underlying
process; see Table 1 and Figures 3 to 6 for an overview.

Process dissociation parameter a is the probability
that the automatic process produces a gun response
rather than a tool response; in the guessing model, it is,
however, the probability that gun rather than tool is
guessed. The meaning of the controlled process and its
associated parameter c differs from model to model. 

A nontrivial assumption of the process dissociation
model is that controlled responding is always correct. In
other words, the controlled process always produces the
correct response if and when it produces a response at
all, an assumption that all of the above models of
underlying process must make for consistency with
process dissociation’s model equations (see Evans,
2007). The assumption also implies that when an error
is observed, it must have been produced by the auto-
matic process (or by guessing in the guessing model).

The parallel competitive model assumes that both the
controlled process and the automatic process operate in
parallel, each producing a response proposal, resulting
sometimes in conflict that then needs to be resolved (see
also Amodio et al., 2004, ; Amodio et al., 2006). Conflict
resolution favors the (correct) response suggested by the
controlled process with probability c and the response
favored by the automatic process with probability 1 – c.
The sequence of processing steps is shown in Figure 3 for
a Black–tool trial.

In contrast, in the default interventionist model,
automatic bias cues a default response that may or may
not be altered by subsequent intervention of controlled
processing (Evans, 2007). Intervention occurs with prob-
ability c; with probability 1 – c, the default response is
executed directly. See Figure 4 for the sequence of
processes in a Black–tool trial.

In the preemptive conflict-resolution model, an initial
branching determines whether the controlled process or
the automatic process will control the response. With
probability c, the initial branching favors the controlled
process; with probability 1 – c, it favors the automatic
process. See Figure 5 for the sequence of processes in a
Black–tool trial. The preemptive conflict-resolution
model assumes that participants can adjust their reliance
on the automatic process versus the controlled process
on a trial-by-trial basis. In fact, participants continu-
ously monitor their performance (Amodio et al., 2004),
adjusting task parameters from trial to trial to maintain
acceptable error rates (Rabbitt, 1989). For example, fol-
lowing an error, participants are likely to respond more
carefully in the subsequent trial (Rabbitt, 1989): In
terms of the preemptive conflict-resolution model, they
may choose to rely on the controlled process rather than
on automatic bias in that trial. Conversely, when pro-
cessing resources are scarce (Govorun & Payne, 2006;
Payne, 2005), level of time pressure is high (Payne, 2001;
Payne et al., 2002), or perceived error propensity is low
(Amodio et al., 2004), participants may be disposed to
rely on the fast and effortless automatic process for their
response. The idea of preemptive conflict resolution is
familiar to social psychologists. For example, in the elab-
oration likelihood model of persuasion (Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986), the choice between two routes of pro-
cessing, the peripheral versus the central route, comes
first, preempting conflict between the two.

TABLE 1: Overview of Models and Conclusions

Model Model Assumption Consistent With Data

1. Signal detection–evidence accumulation
2. Signal detection–evidence accumulation

3. Process dissociation: Parallel competitive
model

4. Process dissociation:
Default interventionist model

5. Process dissociation: 
Preemptive conflict-resolution model

6. Process dissociation:
Guessing model

Prime effects on criterion
Prime effects on target perception

Automatic process and controlled process run
in parallel, followed by conflict resolution
when needed 

Automatic process suggests response;
controlled process may intervene or not

An initial branching determines whether the
automatic or the controlled process governs
the response

A response is guessed if control fails

Yes
No, does not explain reversed congruency

effect in error latencies
No, predicts slow errors

Yes

No, cannot explain congruency effects in
latencies for easy tasks

No, predicts slow errors
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Finally, the guessing model describes the possibility
that automatic bias comes into play only after controlled
responding failed (with probability 1 – c). Because there
is strong pressure to produce a response, participants
might then guess a response. Guessing might in turn be
biased by stereotypical associations. The sequence of pro-
cessing steps is shown in Figure 6 for a Black–tool trial.

Predictions for Mean Correct and
False Response Latencies

Figures 3 to 6 also depict the predictions for mean
correct response latencies and mean error latencies for

the different models of psychological process in the
process dissociation framework. The vertical axis in
each figure shows processing time. The rectangles show
correct and false responses. As can be seen in the
figures, correct responses can come about in two ways
in each model. One of the two processing sequences is
relatively fast, the other one relatively slow, so that cor-
rect responses reflect a mix of fast and slow responses.
In contrast, only one processing sequence leads to false
responses. In the guessing model and the parallel com-
petitive model, this processing sequence is a slow one
(see Figures 3 and 6), suggesting that mean error laten-
cies should be larger than correct response latencies that

Controlled
Responding 

Correct
Response:

Tool

Correct
Response:

Tool

Error
Response:

Gun

Automatic
Process

Response Proposal:
Gun

Response Proposal: 
Tool

Conflict:
Tool/Gun

Conflict Resolution
in Favor of 

Automatic Process

Conflict Resolution
in Favor of Controlled

 Responding

No Conflict:
Tool/Tool

Response Proposal:
Tool

aBlack 1– aBlack

1– cBlackcBlack

P
ro

ce
ss

in
g 

T
im

e

Figure 3 Parallel competitive model for a Black–tool trial.
NOTE: Processing stages and outcomes are shown in oval boxes; responses, in rectangles. Automatic and controlled process both produce
response proposals, resulting sometimes in conflict that then needs to be resolved. Parameter c is the probability with which conflict is resolved
in favor of the response proposed by the controlled process. Conflict resolution consumes time. Processing time is shown along the vertical dimen-
sion: Error responses are therefore always among the slowest responses, whereas correct responses reflect a mix of slow and fast responses.
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reflect a mix of slow and fast responses. In the preemp-
tive conflict-resolution model and the default interven-
tionist model, this processing sequence is a fast one (see
Figures 4 and 5), suggesting that mean error latencies
should be smaller than correct response latencies. In the
following, we explain this for each model separately.

Consider the guessing model first. Because errors can
arise only via guessing and because guessing comes into
play only after completion of the controlled process,
errors should not be faster than correct responses (see
Figure 6).

Similarly, the parallel competitive model suggests that
trials in which conflict resolution is required should have
larger latencies than trials without conflict: For both
kinds of trials, automatic and controlled processes first
produce a proposed response. For both kinds of trials,
the duration of this first stage should be dominated by
the duration of the controlled process, because automatic
processes should almost by definition be fast. Only when
both proposed responses conflict is there an additional,

presumably time-consuming conflict-resolution stage.
However, false responses always stem from conflict tri-
als (see Figure 3): Remember that the controlled process
always produces the correct categorization if and when
it produces a response, so that errors can arise only
where the automatic process produced a conflicting
response, namely, the false response, and conflict resolu-
tion then favored that response. In contrast, correct
responses arise from a mixture of slow conflict trials and
trials without conflict. Taken together, error latencies
should be larger than correct latencies. 

In contrast, in Evans’s (2007) default interventionist
model and his preemptive conflict-resolution model,
errors stem exclusively from trials in which the auto-
matic process controls the response and its latency,
either because the controlled process did not intervene
or because an initial branching favored the automatic
process (see Figures 4 and 5). Correct responses, on the
other hand, stem from a mixture of trials in which the
slow controlled process was involved and trials were

Figure 4 Default interventionist model for a Black–tool trial.
NOTE: Processing stages and outcomes are shown in oval boxes; responses, in rectangles. The automatic process produces a default response.
The controlled process then either intervenes or not. Parameter c is the probability with which controlled responding intervenes, in which case
the correct response is given. Intervention takes time. Processing time is shown along the vertical dimension: Error responses are always among
the fastest responses, whereas correct responses reflect a mix of fast and slow responses.
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governed by the fast automatic process. In consequence,
correct responses should be slower than errors.

Summary

Six models of underlying process in the weapon iden-
tification task were considered (see Table 1). The first
two are response-time extensions of signal detection
incorporating the ideas that race affects, respectively,
(a) the decision criterion and (b) early target perception
and interpretation. The models based on Hypotheses (a)
and (b) lead to different predictions for the false
response latencies. According to Hypothesis (a), the
error latencies should exhibit a reversed congruency
effect, whereas according to Hypothesis (b), there
should be a normal, positive congruency effect in the
error latencies.

The remaining four models are alternative models of
psychological process in the process dissociation frame-
work. All of them are equivalent in accounting for the
same range of accuracy data with the same parameters;
yet they differ substantially in terms of the psychological
interpretation of the controlled process and the automatic

process. Two of the models, the guessing model and the
parallel competitive model, predict that errors should be
slower on average than correct responses; the other two
models, the default interventionist and the preemptive
conflict-resolution model, predict that errors should be
faster than correct responses. An experiment was run to
evaluate these contrasting predictions.

METHOD

Participants

Forty-two University of Freiburg students with different
majors participated in exchange for a pay of €3.50
(approximately US$4). Participants were White Europeans. 

Weapon Identification Task

The stimuli for the weapon identification task com-
prised images of 12 male Black and 12 male White faces
as well as five guns and five tools and a visual mask.
The images can be downloaded from Keith Payne’s
homepage (Payne, n.d.).

Figure 5 Preemptive conflict-resolution model for a Black–tool trial.
NOTE: Processing stages and outcomes are shown in oval boxes; responses, in rectangles. The response is governed either by the automatic
process or by the controlled process as determined at the outset of the trial. Parameter c is the probability with which the response is governed
by controlled responding rather than the automatic process. Controlled responding requires more time than automatic responding. Processing
time is shown along the vertical dimension: Error responses are always among the fastest responses, whereas correct responses reflect a mix of
fast and slow responses. RT = response time.
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Participants worked through five blocks of 120 trials
of the weapon identification task; the first block was a
practice block; each of the four experimental blocks was
preceded by eight additional warm-up trials. In each
trial, two pictures, a prime picture and a target picture,
were presented. The prime picture was always a Black
or White face, and it remained on screen for 200 ms. It
was then followed by the target picture, which was
always a gun or a tool. After the target was presented
for 200 ms, it was replaced by the visual mask. If no
response occurred within 500 ms of target onset, a
series of red Xs appeared on screen for 1,000 ms, sig-
naling that the response was too late. All responses
occurring within 1,500 ms after target onset were regis-
tered. The intertrial interval was 500 ms.

Instructions followed Payne (2001, Experiment 2). In
particular, participants were told that the face would
signal that the target picture was about to be presented.
Participants were asked to indicate as fast and accu-
rately as possible whether the target image showed a
gun or a tool. They were instructed to respond within
500 ms as often as possible.

RESULTS

Data from 2 participants were omitted because,
respectively, 41% and 49% of their responses were
unrealistically fast, with latencies shorter than 100 ms,
suggesting that they had not seriously engaged in the
task. We report analyses based on all registered
responses with latencies longer than 100 ms, but the
pattern of results was the same when trials with laten-
cies longer than 500 ms were excluded.

Accuracy

In 1.06% of the trials, no response was registered
within 1,500 ms after target onset, and in 1.79% of
the trials, the response occurred within 100 ms of tar-
get onset. Percentage correct scores for the remaining
trials are shown in the upper panel of Figure 7. An
analysis of variance was performed on these scores
with factors Prime Race (White vs. Black) and Target
Category (tool vs. gun) and repeated measures on both
factors. The analysis revealed a significant effect of
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Figure 6 Guessing model for a Black–tool trial.
NOTE: Processing stages and outcomes are shown in oval boxes; responses, in rectangles. The controlled process either succeeds in determining
the correct response in time or not. If not, a response is guessed. Parameter c is the probability with which the controlled process arrives at the
correct response. Parameter a is the probability with which the response gun rather than tool is guessed. Processing time is shown along the ver-
tical dimension: Error responses are always among the slowest responses, whereas correct responses reflect a mix of slow and fast responses.
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target category, F(1, 39) = 6.08, p = .02; overall,
responses were somewhat more accurate for gun tar-
gets than for tool targets. The main effect was moder-
ated by the expected interaction of prime race and
target category, F(1, 39) = 5.44, p = .03. As can be

seen in Figure 7, there was a stereotype-congruency
effect so that responses to gun targets were more accu-
rate following a Black than a White face and vice versa
for tool targets. The F value for the main effect of
prime race was less than 1.

Figure 7 Percentage correct scores, mean correct response latency, and mean error latency as a function of prime race and target type.
NOTE: Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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Correct Response Latency

For the analyses involving response latencies, laten-
cies were discarded that were outliers in the individual’s
reaction-time distribution according to Tukey’s outlier
criterion, that is, latencies that were below (above) the
first (third) quartile minus (plus) 1.5 times the individ-
ual’s interquartile range (Clark-Carter, 2004, chap. 9).
This led to the exclusion of 2.57% of trials.

Mean latencies for correct responses are shown in the
middle panel of Figure 7. The analysis of variance
revealed a significant main effect of target category, F(1,
39) = 11.92, p < .01, indicating that responses to gun
targets were faster on average than responses to tools.
The main effect was moderated by the expected interac-
tion of prime race and target category, F(1, 39) = 6.37,
p = .02. As can be seen in Figure 7, there was a stereo-
type-congruency effect so that responses to gun targets
were faster following a Black than a White face and vice
versa for tool targets. The F value for the main effect of
prime race was less than 1.

Error Latency

Error latencies (M = 311 ms, SD = 41 ms), were
substantially smaller than latencies of correct responses
(M = 335 ms, SD = 46 ms), t(39) = 15.55, p < .01. The
error latencies are shown in the lower panel of Figure 7.
The analysis of variance revealed a significant interac-
tion of prime race and target category, F(1, 39) = 8.90,
p < .01; all other Fs < 1. As can be seen in Figure 7, the
interaction was a reversed congruency effect in that false
responses to gun targets were slower following a Black
than a White face and vice versa for tool targets.

DISCUSSION

Results were clear-cut. Previous results were repli-
cated in that there were congruency effects for the accu-
racy data as well as correct response latencies. Going
above previous work, we also considered the error
latencies and found (a) that error latencies were sub-
stantially smaller than correct latencies and (b) that
there was a pronounced reversed congruency effect in
the error latencies.

Does Race Affect Target Perception
or Response Bias?

Within the signal detection framework, this pattern
of results is difficult to reconcile with the assumption
that racial bias in the weapon identification task reflects
initial misperception or misinterpretation of targets (see
appendix for details). It is, however, consistent with the

assumption that race biases the amount of evidence that
must accrue before a gun response is made.

It is also consistent with the idea incorporated in the
process dissociation model that race triggers an auto-
matic response bias that governs responses if controlled
responding fails, but the results have implications for
the psychological interpretation of what controlled
responding and automatic bias stand for.

Models of Psychological Process
in Process Dissociation

The results also allow us to rule out two of the four
models of psychological process in the process dissocia-
tion framework. According to the guessing model,
errors should have been slower than correct responses,
contrary to what was observed. Guessing strategies
might also be expected to be sensitive to explicit control
goals, such as not to let one’s responses be influenced by
race, but global control goals of this kind have little
influence on the weapon identification task (Payne et al.,
2002). Similarly, the parallel competitive model suggests
that error latencies should be larger than correct laten-
cies, contrary to what was observed.

The pattern of results is, however, consistent with
Evans’s (2007) default interventionist model and his
preemptive conflict-resolution model. According to
both models, correct responses should be slower than
errors, in line with what was observed.

Furthermore, responses generated by the automatic
process are stereotype congruent only with a certain
probability (e.g., given a Black prime, the gun response
is generated by the automatic bias with probability aBlack,
whereas with the smaller probability 1 – aBlack, the tool
response is generated). To account for the congruency
effects in correct latencies and the reversed congruency
effect in error latencies, the nontrivial additional
assumption is required that automatic processes leading
to the stereotype-congruent response are completed
faster than automatic processes leading to an incongru-
ent response. Note that this assumption would also
explain the reversed congruency effect in error latencies,
because an error in a stereotype-incongruent trial means
that the stereotype-congruent response was produced
and vice versa for a stereotype-congruent trial.

To summarize, the present latency data exclude three
models that are consistent with the accuracy data: A signal
detection–evidence accumulation model, in which race
biases early perception and interpretation of targets, and
two process dissociation models, the parallel-competitive
model and the guessing model. The data are consistent
with a signal detection–evidence accumulation model, in
which race biases decision criteria, as well as with two
process dissociation models, the preemptive conflict-
resolution model and the default interventionist model.
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These conclusions and the conclusions of the next section
are also shown in Table 1. 

Discriminating Between the Remaining
Models and Practical Suggestions

One point in favor of the remaining process dissoci-
ation models is that they provide a relatively natural
account of fast errors. Errors are faster than correct
responses because their latencies are governed largely by
the fast automatic process in these models. Fast errors
are consistent with evidence accumulation models but
do not follow necessarily from them.

One problem for the preemptive conflict-resolution
model is the finding that bias in latencies persists even
when accuracy is high and few errors are made (e.g.,
Correll et al., 2007; Payne, 2001). The preemptive
conflict-resolution model has difficulty with this pattern
of results, because increased accuracy means that a larger
proportion of responses is directly governed by the con-
trolled process that is assumed to be free of racial bias.
This would lead one to expect decreases in racial bias in
response latencies in direct proportion to increases in
overall accuracy. This is not so much of a problem for
the default interventionist model, given that the auto-
matic process always comes first in that model and
because it is plausible that intervention is more time-
consuming if there is conflict between the automatic
process and the controlled process than if there is no
conflict.4

The remaining possibilities, that is, bias in decision cri-
teria in evidence accumulation and the default interven-
tionist model, suggest similar recommendations on how to
reduce the frequency of potentially fatal gun responses in
tool trials and racial bias in such responses. Consistent
with both models, measures that promote the effective
accumulation of target evidence and/or strengthen con-
trolled responding increase overall accuracy and thereby
reduce the frequency of any kind of error, including erro-
neous gun responses. Thus, sufficient processing time,
availability of central-executive processing resources,
undiverted attention, providing training, and so forth
should be beneficial, as many others have noted before
(e.g., Correll et al., 2007; Payne et al., 2002).

On the other hand, it may also be possible to dis-
criminate between the two remaining models in a prac-
tically relevant way. Decision criteria are known to be
sensitive to a number of context factors and might
thereby be more malleable than automatic processes
would be expected to be. For example, decision criteria
in an evidence accumulation context are sensitive to
payoff manipulations (e.g., Voss, Rothermund, & Voss,
2004). In particular, if erroneous gun responses are

penalized much more heavily than erroneous tool
responses, erroneous gun responses should be decreased
in frequency relative to erroneous tool responses. This
leads to decreases in process dissociation parameters a
and related measures of the tendency to respond gun.
Although the race effect on a might not be eliminated by
this simple payoff manipulation, its overall level would
be reduced, implying in particular fewer errors in
Black-tool trials. In contrast, according to the process
dissociation models, payoff manipulations should have
little effect on the automatic process as measured by
process dissociation parameter a. It might therefore be
interesting to test whether a payoff manipulation does
indeed affect response bias in the weapon identification
task and similar tasks.

APPENDIX
MODELS OF ACCURACY AND RESPONSE

LATENCY: EVIDENCE ACCUMULATION

Like signal detection models, models of evidence accumu-
lation, such as Ratcliff’s (1978) diffusion model, use a
strength-of-evidence axis. In Figure A1, it is shown as the ver-
tical axis, whereas the horizontal axis is the time axis. The
decision process is modeled as one of evidence accumulation
over time. Evidence accumulation begins at a starting point z
on the strength-of-evidence axis, which lies between two
response thresholds separated by an amount that is quantified
by parameter a. Evidence accumulates until one of these
thresholds is crossed, in which case a decision is made and the
response initiated. If the upper threshold is crossed, the target
is decided to be a gun; if the lower threshold is crossed, the
decision is that it is a tool. The average rate of accumulation
of evidence is called the drift rate ν. Noise in the accumulation
process implies that processes with the same mean drift rate
do not always terminate at the same time (producing reaction-
time distributions) and do not always terminate at the same
threshold (causing errors).

As pointed out above, the starting point is denoted by z.
Parameter z, divided by a, ranges from zero to one. The start-
ing point’s position determines the amount of evidence that
must accrue before a gun decision is made relative to the
amount of evidence required for a tool decision. For example,
a starting point close to the upper (gun) threshold implies that
comparatively little additional evidence must accumulate
toward the upper threshold before it is crossed and the gun
response initiated; conversely, comparatively more information
must accumulate toward the lower (tool) threshold before it can
be crossed. The role of the starting point is thereby analogous
to that of the decision criterion in signal detection.5

In these terms, Hypothesis (a) postulates that race has an
effect on parameter z such that a Black prime moves z toward
the gun threshold, that is, zBlack > zWhite.

6 Figure A2 shows the
resulting predictions for the accuracy data and correct and
false response latencies. The upper panel refers to gun targets,
the lower panel to tool targets. Reaction-time distributions are
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shown for the gun and the tool response above and below the
respective thresholds. The shaded distributions stem from trials
with Black primes; the nonshaded distributions, from trials with
White primes. The area under the distribution is the probabil-
ity of the respective response. Because of the different starting
points, the gun threshold will be crossed both more frequently
and earlier for Black primes than for White primes and vice
versa for the tool threshold. Taken together, accuracy should
be higher, correct responses faster, and false responses slower
for stereotype-congruent trials (i.e., White–tool trials and
Black–gun trials) than for stereotype-incongruent trials (i.e.,
Black–tool trials and White–gun trials). That is, there should
be congruency effects in response accuracy and in correct
response latencies and a reversed congruency effect in error
latencies. Note that these predictions are not dependent upon
the specific assumptions of any particular model of evidence
accumulation.

Drift rate ν quantifies the direction (toward lower vs.
upper threshold) and the speed with which evidence accumu-
lates. Drift rate thereby determines the decision maker’s per-
formance in the decision process itself, high speed of evidence
accumulation toward the correct threshold implying both fast
and accurate decisions.

According to Hypothesis (b), race has an effect on drift rate
such that prime race biases the process of evidence accumula-
tion. For example, race may bias the interpretation of ambigu-
ous pieces of evidence in a stereotype-congruent manner as they
come in. As a consequence, drift rates would be generally slightly
shifted in the gun direction in trials with a Black prime, where
stereotype-congruent disambiguation favors the gun interpreta-
tion, relative to trials with a White prime. Similarly, White
primes might shift drift rates in the tool direction. That is, Black
primes would effectively add to the evidence for guns, whereas
White primes would subtract from it. Taken together, the differ-
ence in drift rates between guns and tools would then be larger
for congruent trials than for incongruent trials.

The difference in drift rates determines, ceteris paribus, how
fast and how far the evidence values for guns and tools drift
apart. The difference in mean drift rates between gun and tool
targets is therefore monotonically related to the discriminabil-
ity d′ of guns and tools (Ratcliff, 1988; Usher & McClelland,
2001). Under Hypothesis (b), the discriminability of tools and
guns should therefore be larger in congruent trials than in
incongruent trials (as in the middle panel of Figure 2). This
immediately leads to the prediction that accuracy should be a
bit larger for congruent than for incongruent trials. But what
are the predictions for correct and false response latencies?

To see this, we need to consider the relationship between
discriminability on one hand and latencies for correct and
false responses on the other hand. This relationship is often
plotted by means of so-called latency-discriminability func-
tions (sometimes also called latency-probability functions;
Usher & McClelland, 2001). An example is shown in Figure
A3. The vertical axis is the latency axis. The horizontal axis
shows discriminability. Its center corresponds to a condition
with zero discriminability. For any experimental condition
with less than perfect discriminability, correct and false
responses occur.7 In the right half of the figure, mean latencies
for correct responses are plotted across conditions with increas-
ing discriminability. In the left half, the error latencies from

Figure A2 Evidence accumulation with different positions of the
starting point relative to the two thresholds as a function
of race.

NOTE: For trials with Black primes, the starting point is closer to the
gun threshold than for trials with White primes, zBlack > zWhite. The
upper panel refers to gun targets; the lower panel, to tool targets.
Reaction time distributions are shown for the gun and the tool
response above and below the gun and the tool threshold, respec-
tively. The shaded distributions stem from trials with Black primes;
the nonshaded distributions, from trials with White primes. The area
under the distribution is the probability for the respective response.
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these conditions are shown, and thus, discriminability increases
going outward from the point of zero discriminability to the
left. Points on the horizontal axis that are equidistant from the
zero point correspond to conditions with equal discriminability,
but the latency displayed above the left point is the mean error
latency, and the latency above the right point is the mean cor-
rect latency.

Realistic models of evidence accumulation predict the
shape of the latency-discriminability function to be an
inverted U (Usher & McClelland, 2001), as exemplified in
Figure A3. Specifically, moving from left to right on the hori-
zontal axis of Figure A3, latencies increase up to a maximum
beyond which latencies decrease. Empirically observed
latency-discriminability functions show this inverted-U shape
with a maximum that is usually close to the point of zero dis-
criminability or somewhat displaced to the left (e.g., Audley
& Mercer, 1968; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Vickers, 1970; a
summary can be found in Usher & McClelland, 2001). It is,
however, theoretically possible for the maximum to be located
to the right of the zero point (e.g., Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998).

If Black primes add to the evidence for guns and/or
White primes subtract from it, guns should be more easily
discriminated from tools in stereotype-congruent than in stereotype-
incongruent trials according to the above. Thus, stereotype-
congruent trials and stereotype-incongruent trials are conditions
that differ by a small amount in terms of discriminability.
Predictions for false and correct response latencies can be
derived from this hypothesis if we know whether participants
operate on the ascending or the descending side of the latency-
discriminability function. In the present study, error latencies
were substantially and significantly smaller than correct laten-
cies. Mean error latencies were in fact smaller than mean

correct latencies for each individual participant in our study.
This is possible only if participants operate on the ascending
side of the function, left of its maximum, for their error
responses (see Figure A3).8 Left of that maximum, error laten-
cies increase as we move from left to right on the horizontal
axis. In consequence, error latencies increase in moving from
congruent to incongruent trials (see Figure A3); that is, a con-
gruency effect should be observed in the error latencies.

Empirically, the maximum is usually seen left of the point
of zero discriminability, that is, in the region of error
responses (Usher & McClelland, 2001), making it a plausible
expectation that correct response latencies stem from the
descending side of the latency-discriminability function. This
implies a prediction for correct response latencies, namely,
that there should be a congruency effect in correct response
latencies, too (see Figure A3).

To summarize, race effects on decision criteria as per
Hypothesis (a) and on evidence accumulation as per
Hypothesis (b) lead one to expect stereotype-congruency
effects in the accuracy data and in correct response latencies.
If race exerts its effect by biasing evidence accumulation,
congruency effects should also occur in the error latencies. In
contrast, if race biases decision criteria, the congruency
effect should be reversed for false responses; that is, false
responses should be faster in incongruent trials than in con-
gruent trials.

NOTES

1. The probability of a correct response for a gun target is p(cor-
rect | gun) = c + (1 – c)a, and the probability of a correct response

Errors

Incongruent Trials

Congruent Trials

Zero Discriminability

Response
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Correct Responses

High
Discriminability

High
Discriminability

Figure A3 Latency-discriminability function.
NOTE: In the right half, latencies for correct responses are shown across conditions with increasing discriminability (going from left to right). In the
left half, the error latencies from these conditions are shown, and thus, discriminability increases going outward from the point of zero discriminabil-
ity to the left. According to Hypothesis (b), tools and guns are more discriminable in congruent trials than in incongruent trials as shown.
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for a tool target is p(correct | tool) = c + (1 – c)(1 – a). Given the
accuracy data, parameters a and c can be obtained from these equa-
tions. Parameter c is (a linear function of) the overall proportion of
correct responses, c = p(correct | gun) + p(correct | tool) – 1, and
parameter a is simply the proportion of erroneous gun responses
among all error responses.

2. That is, in each panel, cBlack – dBlack, tool < cWhite – dWhite, tool, and
equivalently, dWhite, gun – cWhite < dBlack, gun – cBlack.

3. For computing signal detection indices, the point on the hori-
zontal axis above which the two distributions intersect is set equal to
zero, that is, 0.5(dWhite, tool + dWhite, gun) and 0.5(dBlack, tool + dBlack, gun) are
assumed to be zero (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991, chap. 2). This
forces racial bias to be mapped on the criteria c as in the upper panel
of Figure 2.

4. For the sake of completeness, let us briefly consider two closely
related models, the so-called A-first model of process dissociation
(Lindsay & Jacoby, 1994) and the Quad model by Conrey, Sherman,
Gawronski, Hugenberg, and Groom (2005). Unlike the process disso-
ciation models considered so far, both are inconsistent with the model
equations of the process dissociation model employed by Payne and
colleagues. In the A-first model, the automatic process is activated and
drives the response with probability a. With probability 1 – a, the
controlled process drives the response, and it delivers the correct
response with probability c and the false response with probability 1
– c. One shortcoming of the model is that the automatic process
thereby causes a certain percentage of errors that cannot be reduced
through controlled responding. Inasmuch as parameter a is to mea-
sure automatic processes that are independent of time pressure,
resource availability, and similar task settings, the model is therefore
incompatible with the fact that participants make very few errors in
the task if time pressure is removed (e.g., Payne, 2001).

The Quad model (Conrey et al., 2005) builds on the A-first model by
adding a process of overcoming and correcting for activated automatic
bias. In addition, if controlled responding fails, the response is not neces-
sarily false but is determined by a guessing process. The model thereby
combines features of the guessing model, that is, guessing, with features
of the default interventionist and parallel competitive model, namely, the
idea that a mechanism to resolve conflict between automatic bias and
controlled processing is required, termed overcoming bias in the Quad
model. An attractive aspect of the model is that it approaches the con-
ceptual complexity that is probably needed to model a task such as the
weapon identification task. As a model of accuracy, it is, however, seri-
ously overparameterized; that is, there are many more model parameters
than data points for estimating parameters. This makes the model
intractable unless many a priori restrictions are imposed on its parameters
in fitting given accuracy data.

For example, Conrey et al. (2005, Study 5) applied the Quad
model to the weapon identification task and, in the course of doing
so, assumed a priori that only automatic activation association—but
neither controlled responding, overcoming bias, nor guessing—can be
affected by prime race. This, of course, begs the question of which
processes contribute to racial bias in the task. Like the process disso-
ciation model, the model is also effectively indeterminate with respect
to the psychological nature of overcoming bias: Overcoming bias
could be conceptualized as conflict resolution between parallel auto-
matic and controlled processes as in the parallel competitive model, as
an optional intervention after the automatic process cued a response
as in the default interventionist model, or as preemptive conflict reso-
lution like in the above model of that name. Clearly, a richer database
is required to identify the different processes considered in the Quad
model and to study their interplay.

5. Parameter a is the separation of the two thresholds and thereby
reflects participants’ speed–accuracy trade-off settings: Large values of
a indicate conservative speed–accuracy settings, because much infor-
mation must accumulate before a (slow and accurate) decision is made,
whereas small values of a reflect liberal speed–accuracy settings, result-
ing in faster, but less accurate, responses. Because race has analogous
effects on accuracy and correct response latency, we did not pursue the
possibility that prime race biases speed–accuracy settings. 

6. Hypothesis (a) could also be stated as an upward or downward
shift of the two response thresholds relative to a fixed starting point
z, which would lead to the same predictions. 

7. Note, however, that it makes little sense to categorize responses
as false or correct in a condition with zero discriminability.

8. If participants operated on the descending side for the
error responses, correct latencies would be shorter than error
latencies.
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